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1 
Prepare 
Yourself
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1. Where are you now? 
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2. What specifically do you want your life to be?

3. How will you know when you reach the lifestyle that you want? What would your best life 

look like?

4. How would your life change if you were doing work that made you happy? Write out your 

vivid vision of your life - What will you see, hear and feel when you get there? 
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5. Are you prepared to put in the hard work that is necessary to create a profitable new 

business? How will you generate the motivation necessary to get things done?

6. What keeps you from starting your new business? How can you overcome this?

4
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There is no such thing as a business idea that exists outside of who you are … especially when 

you are starting out. For this to be something that you will stick at, the idea needs to fit not just the 

market, but you as well. 

 

“Bringing more of who you are to the business can actually be a major 

advantage. Combining your passion for the topic, your skills, experience 

and a business model can lead to small business success.” Sheree Cusack

 

What Do
I Love?

What Does 
The World 

Need?

Do 
This

2 
Find a Fit
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Mapping out your

H O B B I E S

What are your hobbies? 

• What do you do on the weekends? 

• What do you do on holidays, when you have a series of days off in a row? 

• Do you collect anything? 

• What hobby have you been doing the longest and still love it? 

• Do any of your hobbies produce anything that might provide value for others?  

Hobbies
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Mapping out your

P A S S I O N S

What are you most passionate about? 

• What are some of the things you care about?

• What are you doing when you are happiest? 

• What are you most passionate about? 

• What do you absolutely love to do? 

• What do you lose track of time doing? 

• When do you find yourself in a state of “flow”

Passions
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Your skills and experience will mean you are more likely to succeed. 

Having passion means that you will remain motivated to keep going 

17 WAYS TO
DISCOVER YOUR 

Passions

88
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Here’s 17 different things that you can try to begin to uncover 
your passions:

1. Meditate

2. Make a list everything that makes you happy

3. Tune out other people who are negative or who don’t know you well

4. Ask those who know you best. Get them to list down many different things that they 

think that you like and ask them to read your face as they go through it

5. Take a class

6. Avoid letting money worries limit your dreams, think about exactly what you want out of 

your life

7. Talk to people who love the same things that you do, join a group, make new 

connections

8. Take a walk down memory lane – what did you love to do when you were growing up? 

9. Write down what you would do on your perfect day

10. Take a moment to visualise in distinct detail about what it is that you like to do

11. Discover your creative side

12. Think about the things that you would do for free

13. Get involved in new activities or clubs that you feel might interest you

14. Listen to that small voice inside yourself and begin to uncover your true, unfiltered 

thoughts

15. Do something that you love each and every day

16. Practice anything that interests you to discover new talents, or to unleash one that you 

are keeping a lid on

17. Never give up

Don’t have time? 

Take our Find Five Program to free up 

your day so you can pursue your passions
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Mapping out your

Experiences

E X P E R I E N C E S

What industry experience do you have? 

• What industry do you have specific knowledge of? 

• What industry do you know so well that you are fluent in the lingo? 

• What industry has no learning curve for you? 

• Check your professional network, what industry is best represented in your contact list?
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Mapping out your

S K I L L S

What skills do you have? 

• What are you really good at doing?

• What would you consider yourself an expert at?

• What are people constantly asking you to help with? 

• What could you teach someone? 

• What hobby have you been doing the longest and still love it? 

• Do any of your hobbies produce anything that might provide value for others?  

Skills
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Here’s 14 questions that you can try to begin to uncover your 
passions:

1. If I could spend today doing whatever I really wanted, what would it be? 

2. What do I like doing in my free time? (Not the things that you are doing to look better to other 

people, but the activities that you truly enjoy)

3. What are the things that I do that give me endless energy? (This might be people, places or 

activities)

4. What do I talk about doing but never actually do?

5. If I were to make just one radical change to make my life better right now, what would it be? 

6. Which people in my life inspire me and why? 

7. My biggest supporters? 

8. Who gets in the way of me achieving the goals I set for myself? 

9. What are the reasons that I don’t go after my dreams? 

10. What are the things in my life that I would like to get rid of? 

11. What do I find easy to do that other people might find difficult? 

12. What are the items or articles that interest me enough to make you stop and read about 

them? 

13. What are (or were) my favourite classes and subjects? 

14. If I could do any job in life, what would it be? 

14 QUESTIONS
TO ASK YOURSELF TO
UNCOVER YOUR TRUE

Passions
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Top 3

Experience Skills

Hobbies

Your Top 3 Hobbies:

1. 

2.

3.

Your Top 3 Passions:

1. 

2.

3.

Your Top 3 Skills:

1. 

2.

3.

Your Top 3 Experiences:

 
1. 

2.

3.

 Passions
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3 
Know what  

you want  
(and what  
you don’t)

What type of business do you want to build?

How big do you want your next business to be?  

• Lifestyle

• Startup 

• Side Business

14
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What type of business do you want to build?

How long are you willing to work on this next business? 

How many hours per week are you prepared to work on this business? 

 

How much money will the business need to make or it to be considered a success? 

 

How long will you wait for the business to become profitable? 

 

What resources are you prepared to commit to the business: 

 

Time:

 

Money: 

 

Other: 


